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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the problem of particulate ingres-
sion past linear elastomeric seals of the type used in hydraulic 
linear actuators. The primary objective of this study was to iden-
tify and explain the mechanism whereby particulates are able to be 
carried past the interface of an elastomeric seal and its metal 
mating surface. The main parameters determining this particulate 
transport past the elastomer-mating-surface interface are identified 
and the mechanism of these parameters on particulate transport are 
explained. A theory of particulate transport past elastomeric 
linear seals has been developed and experimental evidence is offered 
of its correctness. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of hydraulics in modern life is astounding. Almost any 
machine, the size of a garden tractor or larger, incorporates several 
hydraulic systems. Most hyraulic systems contain at least one linear 
actuator! Every linear actuator depends on linear elastomeric seals to 
keep fluid in and particulate contamination out. The ingression of 
particulates past the seals of linear actuators has long been known to 
be the main source of contaminant ingression in a hydraulic system. 
The harm of particulate contaminants to hydraulic system life and oper-
ation has focused the interests of all who work with such systems on 
the problem of excluding particulate ingression past linear elastomeric 
seals. It is the intent of this study to propose a theory which effec-
tively explains the mechanism of particulate ingression past linear 
elastomeric seals. 
An exhaustive review of the subject of particulate ingression past 
linear seals was conducted and with this as a basis, sound theory was 
developed which is supported by experiment. The major resistance to 
the transport of particulates past linear elastomeric seals is shown to 
be due to the entrance zone geometry of linear seals and to the visco-
elastic properties of the elastomers. 
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CHAPTER I I 
TRANSPORT OF PARTICULATES PAST 
ELASTOMERIC LINEAR SEALS 
-----
This chaoter is a review of the previous work, done on the problem 
of particulate migration past elastomeric seals. It serves as a basis 
for this study, a jumping off point for further theoretical development 
of important concepts and for experimental work as well as for exposing 
areas of neglect in need of exploration. 
The angle which the elastomer makes with its mating surface, called 
a chamfer angle, is considered a critical design parameter [1]. Figure 
1 shows this angle, which faces away from the side of the elastomer 
facing particulates, and another angle, called a cutback angle, which is 
not considered a critical paramter in designing a seal to resist par-
ticulate transport. Cutback angles do influence elastomer strength 
and also result in a buildup of particulates in front of the elastomer. 
The pressure due to elastic interference of the elastomer with its 
mating surface is considered an important parameter in controlling 
particulate transport [2]. This pressure is thought to determine 
whether or not p~rticulates will be able to wedge themselves between 
the elastomer and its mating surface. The width of contact between 
elastomer and mating surface is not considered a critical parameter. 
It is said that this distance should be of a certain width to act as 
a support for the leading edge so that it is not folded inward by 
2 
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Figure 1. A~gles Which Are Critical Desirn Parameters. 
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particulates. An elastomer-mating surface combination exposed to 
particulate slurries is said to pass more particulates than when 
exposed to any other form of particulate concentration. 
The size of particulates is considered an important parameter 
as to their ability to transit the elastomer-mating--surface inter-
4 
face [3]. It is said that particulates 0.05 micrometre in size and 
smaller pass easily beneath the elastomer with the thin film of fluid, 
approximately 0.25 to 3.750 micrometers thick~ oresent beneath the 
mating surfaces and that particles of this size are not 1;felt 11 • In-
creasing pressure between the interfaces is stated to be a way to reduce 
the passage of particulates as well as using smoother surfaces. THe 
speed and direction of relative motion between the elastomer and its 
mating surface is thought to be an important parameter influencing 
particulate passage. 
An experimental study was conducted showing the importance of 
increasing the pressure between the mating surface due to elastic 
compression of the elastomer [4]. The test placed a mud slurry on one 
side of the elastomer. Its mating surface was then moved back and 
forth for several hours, the mud passing from the slurry side of 
the elastomer to the clean side. It was found that increasing the 
elastic interference of the mating surfaces resulted in a decrease 
in the rate at which mud passed through from one side to the other. 
The material of the elastomer was found to be a variable in determining 
the mud passage rate. Nitrile and polyurethane of equal Young's modulus 
allowed mud to pass at different rates for the same amount of elastic 
interference. 
elastomer, per foot of cycled distance was found to be determined by 
an exponential expression of the form given by Eq. (2-1). 
5 
R = Ceab (2-1) 
where 
R = the number of particles of size 19 micrometers of larger 
passing through the elastomer-mating-surface interface per 
foot of cycling distance; 
C = constant which is experimentally determined; 
a =constant which is experimentally determined; 
b = the total distance of all the relative motion between the 
elastomer-mating-surface interface. 
A typical equation for one of these seals is shown by Eq. (2-2). 
R = 36e(2.4 x 10-6/foot)b (2-2) 
In a further study with the same type of wiping seal, the amount 
of airborne contaminant was found to influence the number of particulates 
passing through the elasto~er-mating-surface interface [7]. 
In a additional study, h'lo differently designed wiping seals 
were tested under identical conditions with the only variable being 
the concentration of airborne particulates [8]. At one concentration 
level they passed similar quantities of particles larger than 10 micro-
meters in size. At different airborne particle concentration levels 
they passed very different quantities of particles larger than 10 
micormeters in size. 
The statement is made that elastomeric seals may trap particu-
lates and that this phenomenon is dependent on the shape of the 
elastomers cross-section [9]. The pressure variations between the 
elastomer and its mating surface due to elastic interference is said 
The film of fluid which fonns beneath an elastomer and its 
mating surface during relative motion when a liquid is present has 
been measured for elastomeric seals of a square cross sectional 
shape [5]. The range was found to vary from between 0.05 micro-
meters to 4.0 micrometers in thickness. The thickness of the fluid 
film depends on fluid viscosity, speed of relative motion, elastomer 
geometry - especially the geometry in the region where fluid first 
enters between the elastomer and its mating surface - and the degree 
of elastic interference. Though thicker films are predicted for 
seals of different cross-section from that of square, none thicker have 
been measured. Thus particles larger than 4 micrometers in size are 
not likely to pass between the elastomer and its mating surface by 
being entrained in the thin fluid film. The statement is then made 
that particles normally of a size able to be sized and counted by 
automatic electronic particle counters will not very likely pass 
between the elastomer-mating-surface interface until the elastomer 
has degraded to the point where a film of fluid thick enough to 
entrain countable particles forms between it and its mating surface. 
These observations on particle passage are purely theoretical with no 
experimental evidence being presented. 
A purely experimental study was performed in which an elastomeric 
seal of special shape designed to limit particulate transport (called 
a 11 wiper 11 in the hydraulics industry) was exposed, on one side, to 
airborne dust of known material, shape, and concentration while the 
other side was exposed to a film of oil carried by the rod as it 
moved through the seal [6]. The number of particles greater in size 
than 10 micrometers, passing from the air to the liquid side of the 
6 
to be related to the ability of the seal to push particles out of 
its way. It is also stated that the shape of the seal prior to the 
point where it contacts its mating surface and just behind this point 
of initial contact affects the ability of the seal to restrict the 
transport of particles between it and its mating surface. It was 
found by Bensch and Fitch [,10] that hydraulic pressure seals which leak 
more, ingress fewer particulates than seals which leak less. 
7 
A delineated SL.fl1mary of this chapter is in order since the points 
brought out in this chapter will serve as the basis for further theoreti-
cal and experimental investigations: 
1) Pressure variations between the ~lastomer and its mating 
surface due to elastic interference influences the trans-
port of particulates between the interface. 
~2) The width_ Of _the elastomer-mating surface interface is 
not considered an important influence on particle trans-
port. 
3) Particulate slurries are said to be able to pass more 
particulates than other particle concentrations. 
4) Particle size is deemed important to its ability to 
transit the interface. 
5) The speed at which relative motion occurs between the 
elastomer and its mating surface is considered an im-
portant parameter influencing particle transport. 
6) Elastomer material properties are shown to influence 
particulate transport. 
7) The thickness of the film of oil between the elastomer 
and the mating surface is considered an important in-
fluence on particulate transport. 
8) Particle transport through the elastomer-mating-surface 
interface is influenced by the level of airborne parti-
culate concentration and the rate of such transport in-
creased exponentially with the cycled distance of relative 
motion. 
9) Elastomer geometry where contact between the elastomer and 
its mating surfaces begins is said to influence particulate 
transport. 
10) Leaking seals allow less ingression of particulates than 
non-leaking seals. 
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CHAPTER I II 
SEAL EDGE GEOMETRY: THE ENTRANCE ZONE REGION 
Of the ten items outlined in the last Chapter, which influence 
the transport of particulates between the elastomer and its mating 
surface, the geometry in the region \'/here the seal initiates contact 
with its mating surface was listed as number nine. This region of the 
elastomer will be termed the "entrance zone". Its order in the listing 
has no relation to the importance of its effect on the particulate 
transport phenomenon. The entrance zone region of a seal must first 
be crossed by any particle before it may enter that area between the 
elastomer and its mating surface which is firmly pressed together 
when no relative motion is taking place between them. This region 
of intimate elastomer-mating-surface contact next to the entrance 
zone will be termed the "interfacial zone 11 • 
The entrance zone acts on particulates in a very different manner 
from that of the interfacial zone. In the interfacial zone, forces 
act on the particle which are due to both displacement of the elastomer 
by the particle and which are due to gross elastic interference 
of the elastomer with its mating surface. This additional force 
in the interfacial zone is a hydrostatic pressure force due to the 
fact that the Poisson 1 s ratio for a typical elastomer is approximately 
0.50. The entrance zone also differs from the interfacial zone in 
that it produces forces on particulates in a direction opposing their 
9 
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motion toward the interfacial zone whether relative motion between 
the elastomer and its mating surface occurs or not. This is seen i.n 
Figure 2 where a cylinder of infinite length is assumed to model a par-
ticulate, a useful simplification to make understandable some im-
portant observations. 
In Figure 2, a force balance on a free body of the model particu-
late is shown at the instant contact is made with the elastomer. The 
particle is assumed inertialess, which is a resonable assumption con-
sidering its small mass. The two points of contact are those of the 
elastomer - at the point where the force FA acts on the partidte-
and the mating surface - at the point where the force FN acts on the 
particle. The elastomer slope is always changing, growing smaller 
as the interfacial zone is approached.· At the point of contact how-
ever, its variation over small distances, such as the diameter of 
particulates, may be considered negligible as the elastomer begins 
to drape over the particle. 
As can be seen in Figure 2, 
FAcose = FN 
FAsine = FH 
F l+:_F N .ii. 
(3-1) 
(3-2) 
(3-3) 
where µ is the coefficient of friction between the particulate-mating-
surface interface. 
Assuming the elastomer offers maximum resistance to the particulate, 
FAsine = FACOSSµ 
tan e = µ 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
Eq. (3-5) shows that if the coefficient of friction between the particu-
slope of elastomer at 
point of initial contact 
j\_d_t-_. 
Pa\ I 
I \ I 
I \ I 
hi t-
i I\ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
FREE BODY 
Figure 2. Initial Contact Between a Particulate and the Entrance Zone of a Seal. 
....... 
....... 
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late and the mating-surface exceeds the tangent of the slope of the 
elastomer at the point where it makes initial contact with the particu-
late, the particulate will be able to proceed toward the interfacial 
zone. Since the slope of the elastomer is always decreasing toward 
the interfacial zone, if the particulate is able to proceed after its 
initial contact with the elastomer, it will continue to proceed into 
the interfacial zone. 
Actually, the coefficient of friction may be close to one-half 
the value found in Eq. (3-5) and still be sufficient to allow the 
particulate to move into the interfacial zone. If the moments on the 
particulate are summed about any point and set equal to zero, the 
horizontal force, FH' just sufficient to cause the particulate to roll 
will be found. A point of interest about friction forces, such as 
FH' is that such forces may vary from zero up to a maximum value. Thus, 
as shown by Eq. (3-3), FH is at the most equal to FNµ. Since FH need 
not equal FNµ' the coefficient of friction, µ, may be less than the value 
given by Eq. (3-5). 
where d/h = FH/FN ::_ µ 
Since 
and 
Summing the moments: 
FNd-FHh = 0 
d/h = FH/FN ::_ µ 
h = r (1 + cos e) 
d = r sin e 
d/h = sin e/(l + cos e) ::_ µ 
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
( 3-10) 
13 
and therefore the minimum µ is 
sine/(1 + case) = µmin < µmax = tan e (3-11) 
or 
tans/(1 + sece)= µmin (3-12) 
Thus the minimum coefficient of friction needed to intiate particulate 
movement in the entrance zone is (1 + sece)-l times as large as the 
slope of the elastomer at that point. Figure 3 is a graph of the minimum 
friction coefficient and tane versus the angle of initial contact. It 
is seen that the minimum friction coefficient necessary for initiation 
of particulate transfer for the model particulate is approximately 1/2 
tane. Also, Figure 3 shows that the minimum coefficient of friction never 
exceeds 1. 
10 
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CHAPTER IV 
CAPILLARITY: ITS EFFECT ON SINGLE 
PARTICULATES IN THE ENTRANCE ZONE 
In Chapter III, the necessary coefficients of friction between 
particulates and the mating surface for particulates of cylindrical or 
spherical shape which allow them to proceed toward the interfacial 
zone upon contact with the elastomer were calculated. The last 
chapter dealt with single particles which were assumed to roll on 
the elastomer surface upon coming into contact with it. If more than 
one particulate at a time moves toward the entrance zone, the analysis 
in the last chapter may not be sufficient to predict whether or not 
particulates will move along the entrance zone. When particulates 
form a sheet of closely contacting particles, the force picture is 
altered on the particulates as they initiate contact with the elastomer. 
The additional forces assisting particulate movement in the entrance 
zone come from capillarity effects. 
Figure 4 shows two spherical particles in close contact with 
fluid deposited in and around their interface. 1 The meniscus pro-
duces an adhesion force on the particles due to surface tension and 
the concavity of the liquid layer reduces its pressure below that 
of the ambient surrounding air producing an additional adhesional 
1This analysis follows closely that of Zimon, Ref. [11]. 
15 
/ 
Figure 4. The Effect of Capillarity on Spherical 
Particulates. 
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force. The forces on each particle are 
F = F - F ? c c,1 c, .... 
where F = the adhesion force due to capillarity; 
c 
17 
(4-1) 
F = the surface tension meniscus portion of the capillarity; 
c,l 
F = the pressure deficit portion of the capillarity force. c,2 
F 1 = 2na 10 c, 
where a1 = a radii of curvature of the meniscus; 
a = surface tension of the fluid. 
F 2 = SPc c, 
where S = area of contact; 
Pc = pressure dificit which is a negative value. 
s = na12 
For a1 and a2 as the radii of curvature of the liquid layer, 
(4-2) 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
La pl ace 1 s formaul a may be used l'lhi ch gives the change in pressure due 
to surface tension effects. 
Pc = -cr(l/a2 - l/a1) = -cr(a1 - a2)/(a1a2) 
Substituting Eqs. (4-2) - (4-4) into (4-1) yields 
2 Fe = 2na10 + na 1 cr(a 1 - a2)/(a1e2) 
= na 1cr(a1 + a2);a2 
Using the radii of the particulates to express a1 and a2 
a1 = r(l + tana - seca) 
a2 = r(seca - 1) 
If Eqs. (4-8) and (4-7) are substituted into Eq. (4-6), there is 
obtained 
(4-5) 
( 4-6) 
(4-7) 
(4-8) 
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Ticrr (1 + tana - seca·) tana 
F = -----------
c (seca - 1) 
( 4-9) 
27rcr r 
=-----
1 + tan(a/2) 
.lf one of the surfaces is plane, the h~ight of the fluid on the gap is 
twice as small, so 
Fe = 4Ticrr/(l + tan(a/2)) 
For unwetted surfaces, Fcmust be multiplied by the cosine of the 
wetting angle. 
( 4-10) 
When capillary forces are present, the effect of any addi ti ona 1 
forces duq to electrical pl:>ntentials may be neglected [11]. Thus the 
only additional force on a particulate helping it through the entrance 
zone is that due to capillary forces. When capillary forces are 
added to a single model spherical particulate on a plane mating-surface, 
the minimum coefficient of friction necessary to move a spherical 
particulate toward the interfacial zone is reduced. 
To find the minimum coefficient of friction, µ, under conditions 
of capillarity, the effect of the ring of fluid acting on the model 
spherical particulate must be assessed as well as the increased normal 
force on the particulate. Figure 5 is a freebody of the forces acting 
on the particulate. The moments may again be SLD'llmed about any point 
and the sum equated to zero as was done before to determine the value 
ofµ min, the coefficient of friction between particulate and mating 
surface corresponding to a state of incipient rolling motion. The 
forces are as shown in Figure 5 and the moments about the points where 
the sphere contacts the elastomer will be considered. 
( 4-11) 
19 
h 
Firure 5. The Forces on a Spherical Particulate i~ the Entrance 
Zcne in the Presence 0·( Caoi 11 ari ty. 
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where FN,c = The normal force between the particulate and the plane 
when capillarilty effects are present. 
The ring of fluid itself due to the presence of capillarity has 
no effect on a single spherical particulate as can be deduced from 
Figure 5. As can be seen in the figure, the forces due to capillarity, 
both the downward pull on the particulate by the mer.isus and the down-
ward force due to negative gage pressure are uniformly distributed 
about the particulate. In fact, the sum of all these forces is 
resisted by an equal and opposite upward force of the plane surface. 
It is known from elementry mechanics, and the result can be easily 
proved by use of the calculus, that uniformly distributed forces 
may be represented by a single force of magnitude equal to the sum 
of the distributed forces whose point of action is the centroid of 
the uniform distribution and that this single force is suitable for 
moment calculations. This centroid is the point where the sphere con-
tacts the plane and thus two equal but oppositely directed forces are 
canceled at this point resulting in no change in moment about any point 
due to the ring of fluid itself which is present with capillarity. 
It is seen tht the increase in tangential force at the point where 
the particulate contacts the plane, due to the increased normal force, 
will result in a reduction in the necessary coefficient of particulate-
mating surface friction needed to initiate movement of the particulate 
along the entrance zone. Since d/H = FH/FN = µmin and since FH/FN,c = 
µc' the minimum coefficient of friction is reduced by capillarity to 
(d/H)(FN/FN,c) = (FH/FN)(FN/FN,c) = 
µmin(FN/FN,c) = µc 
(4-i2j 
where µc =the necessary coefficient of friction when capillarity 
is present. 
The maximum FN, c occurs when the thickness of the interspersed 
fluid between particulate and mating surface goes to zero, as shown 
by Eq. (4-10). Thus the minimun coefficient of friction possible 
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will occur for this condition. The value µc becomes, from Eqs. (4-12), 
(4-11), (3-11) and (3-1) 
µc = (d/h)[FAcose/(FAcose + 4'1Tcrr/(l + tana/2))] ( 4-13) 
Since FA is an infinitisimal force at the initial point of particulate 
elastomer contact, Eq. (4-13) suggests that every particle will at least 
start its journey along the entrance zone no matter how small the actual 
particulate-mating-surface friction coefficient as long as the particu-
late is not completely immersed. Depending on the material properties 
of the elastomer and its changing slope in the entrance zone, FA may 
increase due to elastic interference to the point where µc exceeds the 
availableµ and the particle could then no longer continue moving 
along the entrance zone. This is different from the previous 
analysis in Chapter III where, when capillarity effects are not 
present, if the particulate is able to ever start moving along the 
entrance zone, it will continue to move along the entrance zone. 
CHAPTER V 
PARTICULATE SHEETS: THEIR EFFECT ON 
PARTICULATLATES IN THE ENTRANCE ZONE 
In Figure 6, the instantaneous center of rotation of a model 
spherical particulate is shown. It always lies along an axis normal 
to the mating surface which passes through the center of the sphere. 
Point B moves at some speed up to a maximum value equal to that of the 
mating surface. This gives an angular velocity of 
where £ = distance from the point of particulate contact with the 
mating surface to the instant center; 
v8= velocity of point B; 
w = angular velocity of the particulate 
which results in a velocity of point A of 
VA = w(£ - r) 
where VA = velocity of point A 
r = particulate radius 
Thus point A moves more slowly than point B by the ratio of 
VA/V8 = w(£ - r)/w£ = 1 - r/£ 
(5-1) 
(5-2) 
(5-3) 
It can be seen by Eq. (5-3) that as the slope of the elastomer in 
.contact with the particulate decreases, the ratio of the velocity of 
point A to that of point B approaches one-half and that it is only 
as the contact slope of the elastomer approaches 90° that point C 
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Figure E. The I:lstartaneous Center of Rotation of a r1odel S~l:erical 
Particulate. 
moves as fast as point A and B and that point C moves in the same 
direction as point A and B. 
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In Figure 7, a series of model spherical particulates of the same 
size are shown touching each other. This figure represents a parti cu-
late sheet, the first or leading particle of which is in contact with 
the elastomer. The particulates not in contact with the elastomer 
will move with the speed of the mating surface if not restrained in 
any way. As it is, the lead particulate sheet is impressing itself 
on the lead particulate. There is thus an additional force from the 
particulate sheet on the lead particle and the additional force may be 
sufficient to propel an otherwise immovable particulate toward the 
interfacial zone. 
As seen in Figure 7, if the lead particulate is moving at maximum 
speed, it still is not moving as fast as the speed of the mating sur-
face and hence for all conditions, the mating surface is slipping by 
the particulates in the particulate sheet even if it is not slipping by 
the lead particulate. Thus the maximum tangential force of the mating 
·surface is always acting on the particulate sheet. 
Since the particulates are in intimate contact with each other, 
there is an additional restraining moment on the lead particulate by 
the particulate sheet. Figure 8 shows a three particulate sheet with 
the lead particulate in contact with the elastomer. The end particulate 
is held by capillarity to the mating surface which causes it to pro-
duce a horizontal force on the middle particulate of 
F = µF T c (5-4) 
where FT =force transferred by one particulate to another due to 
capillarity. 
ELASTOMER SLOPE 
VELOCITY OF~__. 
MATING SURFACE 
ADDITIVE FORCE VECTOR 
+ 
MATING SURFACE 
Figure 7. Additive Force on the Lead Particle due tc a Particulate Sheet. 
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Firure e. The Force on the Lead Particulate due to a Particulate Sheet. 
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The middle particulate transfers the force of the end particulate 
against the lead particulate and produces its own force against the 
lead particulate of equal strength to that produced by the end par-
ticulate. Thus the additional force on the lead particulate of a 
particulate sheet, all of the same particulate size, is 
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F = µF (N - 1) 
c (5-5) 
where N = the number of particulates in the particulate sheet. 
To find µmin, the minimum coefficient of friction between particulate 
and mating surface, assume a moment balance on the lead particulate 
such that in the rest of the particulate sheet, none of the particu-
lates is rotating and that the moments on the lead particulate are in 
equilibrium. 
which 1 eads to 
·µp µF (N - l)(r + d) + µF (N - l)(h - r) 
c c 
+ Fc[N(cose -
·o + sine)]} 
µ (1 +sine)) + 1 + µ p p 
where µp = coefficient of friction between particulates. 
(5-6) 
(5-7) 
Equation (5-7) shows that as the number of particulates, N, increases, 
µmin will either increase or decrease depending on the slope of the 
elastomer and the value of µp. Eq. (5-7) reduces to Eq. (4-13) 
when N = 1, as it should. 
It was shown earlier that the translational velocity of all the 
particulates in the particulate sheet are less than that of the mating-
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surface velocity due to the interaction of the lead particulate with 
the elastomer. In the previous derivation of the effect of particu-
late sheets on the reduction of the coefficient of friction necessary 
to move the lead particulate toward the interfacial zone, it was assumed 
that the particulates were not rotating. This assumption requires 
that the summation of the moments on each particulate be zero. If 
it is assumed that the particulates do not rotate, the following 
analysis applies. Figure 9 shows several particulates of a certain 
particulate sheet, all the particulates being spherical and of the 
same size. On any particulate between the lead and end particulates, 
the sum of all the moments acting when referenced to the center of the 
sphere is 
where Fe = normal force between the particulate and the mating surface 
due to capillarity;_ 
µ = coefficient of friction between the particulate and the 
mating surface;· 
µp = coefficient of friction between two particulates; 
n = the particulate number location where the lead particulate 
is the number one particulate; 
N = number of particulates in the particulate sheet;· 
r = radius of the spherical particulate .. 
If the particulate is to remain non-rotative, Eq. (5-8) mus.t equal 
zero, Setting Eq. (5-8) equal to zero results in 
µ > 1/[2(N - n + .5)] p-
Thus for the particulate next to the end particulate in Figure 9 
(5-9) 
Figure 9. The Restraining Moments on Particles of a Particulate Sheet. 
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µp::... 1/[2(4 - 3 + .5)] = 1/3 (5-10) 
Thus for the particulate next to the end particulate, if the coeffi-
cient of friction between particulates is greater than or equal to 1/3 
it will not rotate. For a particulate two particulates from the end, 
the coefficient of friction between particulates must be greater than 
or equal to 1/5. It can be seen that for a finite number of particu-
lates, the necessary coefficient of friction between particulates to 
ensure no rotation decreases as the lead particulate is approached. 
For a partiuclate near the end, the coefficient is easily attained 
by many materials. Thus, as long as the end particulate a can exert a 
force equal to its coefficient of friction with the mating surface 
times the capillary force aginst the particulate next to it, the 
particulate sheet will be a rigid group of particulates all enforcing 
movement of the lead particulate toward the interfacial zone. 
For the end particulate to remain stationary, either the coeffi-
cient of friction between particulates must be equal to or greater than 
1.0 or capillarity effects between particulates must increase the nor-
mal force between the end particulate and its neighbor sufficiently to 
produce and equal and opposite moment to that produced by the particu-
late-mating-surface interface. Such a situation is shown in Figure 10. 
For a given coefficient of friction between particulates which is 
less than 1.0, the additional force due to capillarity needed to re-
sist rotation is given by 
µp(Fcp + Fcµ)r = (Fcµ)r (5-11) 
·which becomes 
ADDITIONAL CAPILLARITY FORCE 
Figure 10. Additional Capillary Force on the End Particle of a Particulate 
Sheet. 
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where Fcp = the normal capillarity force between two particulates. 
If it is assumed that µ and µp are less than one (which is true for 
glass particles and metal mating surfaces) and that µp is > .5 (which 
is true for glass) then Fcp is less than Fe. Such an additional force 
is very possible. 
If the coefficient of friction between particulates is less than 
one and capillarity effects are not present to increase the normal 
particulate to oarticulate force, then the end particulate will 
rotationally accelerate until it's perpheral speed matches that of 
the mating surface. When this happens, the transmitted force must 
drop to zero as otherwise the particulate will continue to accelerate 
which it cannot do once its peripheral speed matches that of the mating 
surface. The time it takes to dci this should be almost instantaneous 
considering its small size and corresponding small moment of inertia. 
This effect would transfer rapidly through the sheet reducing the 
effect of the sheet on the chances for a particulate to pass through 
the entrance zone. 
CHAPTER VI 
ENERGY LOSSES: RESISTANCE OF ELASTOMERS 
TO ROLLING PARTICLES 
The concept of rolling friction has changed over the years with 
the first recorded observations being by Leonardo da Vinci [12]. 
Coulomb [12] showed tht rolling friction is proportional to load 
and inversely proportional to the diameter of a cylinder. Osborne 
Reynold's [12] experimental work agreed with that of Coulamb. 
Reynold's [12] claimed that rolling resistance is due to the same 
causes as ordinary sliding friction. 
Tomlinson [12] believed that rolling resistance is due to 
molecular adhesion. Heathcote [12] showed that for a sphere as 
opposed to a cylinder, an important source of interfacial slip not 
mentioned by Reynolds is the rolling of a sphere in a groove. 
Different parts of the region of contact are at different distances 
from the spherical axis of rotation. The sphere therefore measures 
out different distances as it rolls producing differential slip 
in the elliptical contact area. 
Tabor [12] makes that observation that the major contributors to 
a theory of rolling friction, Reynolds [12], Heathcote [12], Tomlinson 
[12], all rely on some sort of surface interaction. He points out that 
this notion does not explain the fact the lubricants do not affect the 
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magnitude of rolling resistance appreciablY,. Reynolds [12] knew that 
lubricants did not affect rolling friction and tried to explain the 
reasons for this by saying that the lubricant causes that degree of 
micro-slip to decrease while it increases the area over which such 
slip occurs and the result is that the friction remains practically 
constant. Tabor [12] reconciles all these notions by showing that 
although interfacial effects cause surface wear, they contribute 
very little to observed rolling resistance. Tabor [12] shows, it 
is now the accepted theory of r;olling friction, that "the major part 
of the resistance to rolling arises from elastic hysteresis losses 
within the solids". 
Many investigators, May [18], Halaunbre~ner[19] and Flom [20] 
to name a few, took up the theme of Tabor [12] and endeavored to 
develop mathematical models for the elastic hysteresis losses of 
rolling resistance. The usual pattern of most investigators is to 
assume certain viscoelastic properties for the elastomer and then, 
by knowing the rolling speed and roller geometry, determine the 
strain history of the elastomer model and hence the stress history 
of the same model. This stress history is imposed on the rolling 
e 1 ement which then determines the necessary additi ona 1 extern a 1 
forces to keep the element rolling at the specified sneed while 
impressed to the specified depth. 
Tabor [12, 13, 14, 15] himself did not model elastomers as 
viscoelastic solids. He instead used the notion of hysteresis 
loss, which theory he developed with succeeding refinements over a 
span of several years. Tabor [12] shows that for elastomers, 
the hysteresis loss, (the percentage amount of energy not returned 
to an indenter on with-drawing from an elastomer which was input to 
the elasmomer during indentation) is constant for elastomers for 
constant rates of strain. Thus with this notion, Tabor [13] states 
that "the rolling friction, F, should be a constant fraction of e, 
where e is the work input to the elastomer. 
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Tabor [14] pressed half inch steel cylinders into elastomers, 
cyclicly loading and unloading the cylinders in about the sane time 
it took to roll the cylinders a distance equal to their arc length. 
He found that the percentage enrgy loss was dependent on strain rate 
but not on strain. The elastic input energy of a rolling cylinder 
was calculated and the hysteresis loss was determined and compared to 
measured rolling resistance. The result was that the calculated 
percentage of lost enery was about 1/2 of the actual loss. 
Greenwood, Minshall, and Tabor [15] state that for cyclic uniform 
tension or torsion loading cycles performed at constant rates of 
deformation, the energy loss is normally assumed to be a constant 
fraction of the input enery. This fraction is known as the 
hysteresis loss factor. They point out that while rolling friction 
depends on load, ball diameter and elastic elastomer constants, as 
predicted by the hysteresis loss factor theory, the measured values 
of friction exceed the theoretical values by two or three times. 
They conclude from this that it is incorrcet to apply a hysteresis 
loss factor obtained from a simple deformation cycle to the more 
complex cycles which occur during rolling. For a simple compression 
deformation cycle an amount of energy, E, is expended in deforming 
the elastomer. The percentage of this deformational energy which 
is lost during a cycle is a. 
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Now if during the rolling of a hard object over an elastomer 
the elastic energy required to deform the elastomer per unit distance 
of rolling is e, the rolling resistance can be assumed mo be 
F = ae (6-1) 
where F =the rolling resistance. 
How F depends on load and ball diameter, the material elastic con-
stants, and on a is correctly demonstrated by Eq. (6-2) but the 
absolute magnitude of Fis too small be a factor of 2 or 3. The 
discrepenacy occurs because sis not true criterion of elastic 
hystereisi energy loss. 
Greenwood, Minshall, and Tabor [15] showed that hysteresis 
losses may occur even if the elastic strain energy at any point is 
constant. For elastomers, Poisson's ratio is nearly 0.5 so that 
only the shearing energy losses in the elastomer need be considered 
since for incompressible elatomers no energy loss should occur with 
hydrostatic stresses. By plotting the two shear stresses of a plane 
element - which occur at 45° to one another - against one another, 
a stress loop is formed. 
The energy loss is proportional to the square of the length of 
the loop. By sunming the squares of the lengths of all loops at 
each point over the whole volume of the elastomer, the energy lost 
and hence the resistance can be found for rolling. Good results 
were obtained by this method. 
Other investigators do not follow Tabor's [16] approach. Indeed, 
Tabor's [16] approach is valid for only very slow rolling speeds. Nor-
man [17] shows that as the viscoelastic loss tangent, tano, increases, 
Tabor's [16] approach becomes more and more in error. The reason is 
that Tabor [16] assumed a symmeri acl draping of the elastomer about 
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the roller for all rolling speeds while in reality, as tano increases, 
the contact becomes asymmetrical with the elastomer loosing contact 
behind the roller earlier and earlier. This leads to additional 
rolling resistance. 
All the researchers approaching rolling resistance from the 
viscoelastic point of view have limited their treatment to that of 
small deformations [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The reason for this is 
given by Halaunbrenner and Dubisz [19] in their excellent paper 
dealing with hard balls rolling on viscoelastic plates. In part two 
of their paper these two investigators state: "A set of problems 
concerning the rolling of rigid ball on a viscoelastic base com-
prises the following items: Rolling resistance, size and shape of the 
contact area and deformation of the base surface in the vicinity of 
the contact area as functions of velocity, normal load, and machanital 
properties of the base. These have not as yet been solved strictly 
within the elasticity theory. The main diffiuclty Hes in the lack 
of knowledge of the shape of the contact surface. 11 This lack of Know-
ledge of the shape of the contact surface severely limits the develop-
ment of mathematical models describing accurately the rolling resis-
tance of rollers impressed with more than a few percent of strain 
into the base elastomer. 
Elastomers do not have a linear stress strain curve [22]. Thus 
the classical equations of elasticity, which assume Hookes law is 
operative (stress vs strain is linear), do not apply to rubber 
elasticity. It would be alright however to apply them about an 
operating point where the stains are sufficiently low to be able to 
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assume a linear stress versus strain relationship at the point. 
Elastomers will experience viscoelastic behavior under the action 
of applied forces and displacements. When strained to a certain 
extension and held in this position, elastomers will experience a 
relaxation in stress. If stressed to a certain level, elastomers will 
creep, increasing in strain for no further increase in stress. The 
behavior of the material is determined by its stress history as well 
as its present stress. 
A principle put forth by Boltzmann [22] in 1874 makes it possible 
to predict elastomer behavior for an arbitrarily varying stress with 
time if the material behavior under constant stress is known. The 
principle is: the total deformation at any time due to a time 
varying loading condition is the sum of the deformations which would 
have been produced by each separate load; the removal of a load being 
regarded as an application of a negative load. For this principle 
to apply, the deformations (both time-dependent and instanteous) 
must be linearly proportional to the stresses. It can only be used 
then when the strains are small. 
Materials may be represented by springs and dashpots as shown 
in Figure 11 and it is possible to represent their behavior by using 
a great number of such devices, each spring-dashpot system having its 
own relaxation time. Two spring-dashpot systems are shown in Figure 
12. The relaxation time (sometimes called the retardation time)is 
defined as 
T = n/G (6-2) 
To use such a model implies that the stress obey Boltzmann's super-
postion principle. If a distribution of relaxation times can be 
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Figure 11. Elements Used in the Representation of Viscoelastic Material Properties. 
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Figure 12. Two Commonly Used Spring Dashpot Systems Used to 
Represent Viscoelastic Material Behavior. 
found which reproduces the elastomers behavior for a given strain 
history, its behavior under any other history of strain can be 
referred back to the same system of springs and dashpots. 
Resilience of elastomers is a property which shows the ability 
of the elastomer to store and return an amount of energy in a rapid 
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deformation. Two parameters, time and temperature, determine a given 
elastomer resilience. 
While models of springs and dashpots are used to show elastomer 
behavior, it must always be remembered that they are empirical in 
nature, they do not imply that such things exist in the elastomer 
[21, 22]. They should be looked at as aids to the description and 
interpretation of complex visco-elastic behavior. 
Elastomers do not correspond in their behavior to Maxwell or 
I'' t 
Kelvin models, use must be made of multiple-element systems.To 
represent complex types of viscoelastic behavior requires use of a 
large number of relaxation times (spring-dashpots). Whether use is 
made of a number of Maxwell elements in parallel or a number of 
Voight-Kelvin elements in series does not matter. The two different 
approaches can be shown to be mathematically equivalent if one 
degenerate element is included in each model (the element having 
either a spring or a dashpot missing). Figure 13 shows a visco-
elastic model made up of an infinite nlJllber of Maxwell system 
elements each with its own relaxation time. By removing one spring 
and one dashpot, but both not from the same system, will produce 
a model with an infinite spectrum of relaxation times. This is 
taken from T= 0 to T = oo. 
A material can be represented by the concept of a distribution 
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of relaxation times if experimental evidence or a knowledge of its 
structure indicates that this is so. It is not a purely mathematical 
problem. The distribution function, if it exists, may be different 
for different types of strain, that is, if the deformations are 
extensional or shearing. It must be ass1JT1ed that the material has 
a linear stress strain curve for an instantaneous strain. 
If stress depends on both strain and strain rate and/or also 
higher derivatives of strain, then these deviations from classical 
elastic material obeying Hooke's law -- stress proportional to strain--
are classified as viscoelastic. Linear viscoelasticity occurs when 
the ratio of stress to strain depends only on time [21]. Sliding 
and frictional processes with elastomers are seen as viscoelastic 
effects mainly because of the WLF (Williams, Landel, Ferry) transform 
correlation. This transformation allows elastomer frictional data 
obtained at various temperatures to be presented on a single master 
curve. The WLF transform is characteristic of viscoelastic materials 
and its successful application to frictional data can be taken as 
indicating the frictional process is a viscoelastic process. 
Investigators using the viscoelastic approach to ~olling 
resistance use one or more of three approaches. May, Morris and 
Atack [18], Flom and Bueche [20], and Moore [21] model the elastomer 
base upon which a hard object moves by a system of independent 
vertical columns where each column is made up a generalized Maxwell 
model as shown in Figure 13 or some simplification of this model such 
as a finite number of relaxation times. The roller is moved over 
the surface at a specified depth. The elastomer is assuned to conform 
to the front half of the roller. The elastomer on the back side of 
a 
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Figure 13. Viscoelastic Model Incorporating an Infinite Spectrum of Relaxation Times. 
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the roller relinquishes contact with the roller at a point where the 
stress is calculated to be zero. This asymmetry leads to a greater 
rolling resistance than is predicted by Tabor 1 s [16] approach for the 
usual range of rolling speeds. By knowing the deformation history, 
the Boltzmann super position principle is applied to determine the 
stress history which is used in determining the rolling friction. 
Norman [17] and Moore [21], in addition to the approach described 
above, used a slightly different approach where the tangen modulus 
of viscoelasticity is used. The tangent modulus or loss tangent is 
given by 
wn 
tano - ~ 
E1 
where tano = loss tangent; 
w = circular frequency; 
n = effective elastomer viscosity; 
E1 =dynamic Young 1 s modulus (maximum steady state stress 
over the maximum steady state strain). 
For rollers moving about on viscoelastic planes, the plane 
experiences deformation only once by the roller and so it is not 
{6-3) 
strictly correct to speak of a circular deformation frequency. To 
overcome this difficulty, Moore [21] uses the reciprocal of the time 
it takes for the plane to be maximally deformed by the roller after 
making initial contact with it. Norman [17] uses the same analysis as 
Moore [21] except that he approximates the viscoelastiv plane deforma-
tion by a half sine wave. This results in Norman [17] using an angular 
frequency of one~half that of Moore [21]. The equation derived by 
Moore [21] and Norman [17] for the coefficient of the rolling friction 
differ from each other in the value of certain constants but not in 
form. 
May, Morris, and Atack [18], in addition to using their inde-
pendent column approach, follow the theory of Pao [23] and derive 
the "exact" viscoelastic solution to their problem. The approach 
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used is called the correspondence principle [24]. The general method 
as outline by Pao [23]. 
The method of solution consists essentially of obtain-
ing the Laplace transform of the elastic solution, 
replacing the shear modulus of the elastic case in the 
transformed expression with a viscoelastic function 
and obtaining the inverse transform of the altered ex-
pression. If the resulting expression satisfied the 
boundary and i ni ti a 1 conditions of the physi ca 1 situa-
tion, it is the unique viscoelastic solution to the 
problem considered (p. 1083). 
This approach leads to more accurate results because the shear stresses 
are no longer neglected. For small deformations where elastic theory 
may be employed, the exact method produces curves very similar in 
shape to those produced by applying approximate methods,ile., the 
independent column approach. The magnitudes are different 
since using approximate methods requires consideration of elastomer 
thickness whereas use of the exact methods does not. 
As already stated, all the approaches assume small deformations 
in the analysis because large deformations have not as yet been 
solved strictly within elasticity theory. Thus only a small 
portion of the entrance zone may be modeled with accepted theory. 
The rest of the entrance zone and the i nterfaci al zone, for par-
ticles that are large compared with the fluid film thickness, may 
not be so modeled and still have results which correspond closely 
with reality. Still, it is desirable to get some feeling for how 
defferent elastomers resist to a greater or lesser extent the trans-
port of particulates through the interfacial zone. 
In order to arrive at some prediction of elastomer impedance 
to rolling, the following assumptions will be made: 
1) The particulates are rigid cylinders. 
2) The elastomer base is represented by a system of independ-
ent vertical columns. 
3) Elastomer and particulate inertia will be ignored. 
4) Adhesion and other superficial interactions are considered 
small enough to neglect. 
This analysis will closely follow that of May, Morris, and 
Atack [18]. They derive relationships for the interaction of a 
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cylinder with an elastomer base. The use of a modified form of the 
standard linear solid model will be used in this analysis. One 
purpose of this analysis is to show how rolling resistance depends 
on the parameters of elastomer moduli and the relaxation time. The 
main purpose of this analysis is to show the effect which a gross 
contact pressure has on rolling resistance. This constitutes an 
important original contribution to the theory of rolling resistance 
and is directly applicable to the problem with which this thesis is 
concerned. 
Figure 14 shows a cylinder impressed into a viscoelastic base 
to a specified depth. Now 
2 . 2 
x = 2r(z0 - z) - (z0 - z) (6-4) 
where: Z0 = depth of penetration; 
r =radius of the cylinder; 
Z =depth of material compression at point p(x), 
If the cylinder moves at a velocity v, then 
.. v 
CYLINDER 
z 
ELASTOMER 
Figure 14. Schematic of a Spherical Particulate Pressed into a Viscoelastic Base. 
a - x = vt 0 
where t is time during which the material at point p has been in 
compression. It is apparent that 
ao 2 = 2rZo - Zo 2 
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(6-5) 
( 6-6) 
Neglecting terms containing the square of the cylinder penetration 
Z0 , the compression as a function of time is found by substituting 
Eq. (6-5) into Eq. (6-4) to eliminate x and applying to this 
Eq. (6-6). The result is 
Z(t) = (v/2r)(2a0t - vt2) 
where Z(t) now represents the strain history of the elastomeric 
viscoelastic base. Now allowing1i to be thickness of the base 
material, the stress at point p after time t may be deduced by 
applying Boltzmann's superposition principle. 
where 
tcr(t) =j\ (t- e) dZ(e) de+ iPc 
0 de 
cr(t) = the stress at point p as a function of time;; 
~(t - a) =the material relaxation function; 
Pc= contact pressure at the point x=y=z=O when no 
particulate is present~ 
The stress history cr(t) will be obtained for a modified standard 
linear solid viscoelastic system used to model the elastomeric 
viscoelastic base. This system is shown in Figure 15. The re-
laxation function of such a system is given by 
(6-8) 
~(t - e) = (E1 + E2 exp[ - (t - e)/T])[U(t - e)] (6-9) 
where E1 , E2 =moduli of the material; 
T = the relaxation time; 
Figure 15. Modified Standard Linear Solid Viscoelastic System 
Mode 1. 
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[U(t - e )] =the Heaviside function, 
Since the lower limit on the integral sign of Eq. (6-8) is zero, 
the relaxation function may be simiplified to 
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~(t - e) = E1 + E2 exp[ - (t - e)/T] ( 6-10) 
and 
dZ(e)/de = (V/r)(a0 - Ve)~ (6-11) 
Substituting Eq. (6-10) and (6-11) into Eq. (6-8) yields 
f t . ta(t) ~ V/r (E1 + E2 exp['- (t - e)/~]) · 
0 
(6-12) 
This eq~ation may easily be integrated by use of the following identity 
J eexp[ .~ .. (t - e)/T]de ~·\T(e: - T)exp[ - (t - s)/T] + c (6-13) 
This results in 
o(t) = (VE1/(2r1»(2a0 t - vt2) + (E2VT/ 
(ri))[(a0 + VT)(l - exp[ -th]) - Vt] (6-14) 
+ p . 
c . 
let k be defined as 
k = T/T (6-15) 
where T =time taken for the cylinder to move a distance equal to 
its semi-length of contact a0 • 
The stress behind the cylinder where it leaves the material will 
be zero. This distance from the center line will be defined as X0 . 
X0 depends on • and can be discovered by setting a(t) equal to zero 
in Eq. (~-14). Taking E1 = 3E2 for comparison with May, Morris, 
and Atack[lHlJmay be calculated in terms of k by setting a(t) in 
Eq. (6-14) equal to zero. This results in 
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exp[ - (1/K)((a0-x0 )/a0 )]={(a0 - x0 )/a0 )[(6 -
2K - 3(a0 - x0 )/a0 )/(2K(k + 1)) + Prt/(KE2 
a0 {a0 - x0 ))] + 1 
( 6-16) 
By letting P = .25 E2, Z0 = 1, and knowing a2 = 2rZ0 Eq. (6-16) 
becomes 
exp[ - (l/K)((a0 - x0 )/a0 )] = ((a0 - x0 )/a0 )[(6 -
2K - 3(a0 - x0 )/a0)) /(2K(K + 1))] + .125/K + 1 
(6-17) 
which is the same equation as would result for a standard linear 
solid viscoelastic system but with the addition of the 0.125/k term 
which is due to the inclusion of the contact pressure in the visco-
elastic system. This equation was solved numerically for various 
values of k and the results are shown graphically in Figure 16. 
It is seen that for the specific value of E1 = 3E 2 and for the 
values selected which resulted in Eq. (6-17), that X0 is nearly 
equal to a0 over all rolling speeds. The asymmetry of elastomer 
contact with the cylinder reaches a maximum when k is approximately 
equal to .5. It can also be observed that both the maximun 
asymmetry and the range of rolling speeds over which an appreciable 
asyn111etry exists are less for the elastomeric viscoelastic system 
modified by the addition of the contact pressure Pc. Thus the 
intuitive notion that contact pressure should result in a more 
symmetrical draping of the elastomer about the particulate is 
shown to actually be so. 
It is now desired to find what effect contact pressure has on 
the resistance by the elastomer to rolling. Intuitively, the 
addition of contact pressure should result in greater rolling 
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resistance but only at speeds where appreciable asymmetry of elasto-
mer--cylinder contact occurs. This is seen to be true since rolling 
resistance causes an expenditure of energy which is dissipated by 
the dashpot of the viscoelastic system. Since the force across 
the dashpot is proportional to Z(t), the power dissipated is propor-
tional to Z(t) squared. Thus when no appreciable asymmetry is 
present, intergration of the square of Z(t) with respect to time is 
the same whether or not additional contact pressure is present and 
hence the energy dissipated and the rolling resistance are the same. 
When asymmetry is present, the e 1 astomer recovers to its ori gi na 1 
height after losing contact with the cylinder and during this 
recovery, all the potential energy in the springs and that due to 
contact pressure is dissipated through the dashpot. Thus when 
contact pressure is present, there is an additional potential 
energy source which must dissipate itself across the dashpot 
whenever asymmetry is present and thus contact pressure results in 
greater resistance by the elastomer to the rolling of a cylinder 
under conditions of asymmetry. 
To derive an expression for the rolling resistance or friction, 
it is first necessary to sum the moments about the point Z = Z0 .. 
X = 0 in Figure 14. From Eq. (6-14) and referring to Figure 14, 
there results 
F(t) = (E 1 V/(2r~))(2a0 t - vt2)y0dx + 
(E2v,/(ri))[(a0 + VT)(l - exp[-t/,])-
vt]y0dx + Pcy0dx 
( 6-18) 
where F(t) = the force on the strip dx wide and y0 long at point p 
(Ao;oxo) 
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Figure 16. Elastomer Contact Asymmetry as a Function of Relaxation Time and Rolling Velocity. 
U1 
w 
as a function of time:;" Substituting the value for t found from 
Eq. (6-5) into Eq. (6-8) results in 
. 2 F ( x ) = ( E 1 I ( 2 r .o. ) ) ( 2 a [ a - x ]- ( a - x) ) y 0 0 0 0 
dx + (E2vT/(r!))[(a0 + VT)(l - exp 
[(x - a0 )/(vT)] + x - a0 ]y0 dx + Pcy0 dx. 
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(6-19) 
where Fis now a function of location x and no longer of time t. To 
sum the moments, F(x) must be multiplied by its moment arm, x, and 
integrated with respect to x between the limits of x0 and a0 . Doing 
so yields 
M = .( 00 {(E1 I (2rt) )(2a0 [a0 - x] - ( a0 - x) 2) 
y0 x + (E2vT/(r1))[(a0 + VT)(l - exp[(x - a0 ) 
/(vc)] + x - a0 ]y0 x + Pi;Y0 x }dx 
( 6-20) 
which after an application of integration by parts and a sufficient 
juggling of the algebra leads to 
M = (E1y0 a0 4/(8r1))[l - 2(x0 /a0 ) 2 + (x0 / 
a0 ) 4J + (E;>Y0 a0 4/(rt))k{k3 - k/2[1 + 
(x0 /a0 ) 2J + 1/3[1 - (x0 /a0 ) 3J - k(k + 1) 
(k - x0 /a0 )exp[ - 1/k(l - x0 /a0 )] } + Py0 
( (ao 2 - xo 2)/2) ·~ 
( 6-21) 
Putting E1 = 3E2 as before and using the knowledge that a2 = 2rZ0 
allows the friction to be found as 
F = M/r ( 6-22) 
where F = friction force 
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and so 
F = (E2y0 Z02;i)(3/2 - 3(x0 /a0 ) 2 + 3/2(x0 
/a0 ) 4 + 4k f k3 - k/2[1+(x0 /a0 ) 2J+1/3 
[1 - (x0 /a0 ) 3] - k(k + l)(k - x0 /a0 )exp 
( 6-23) 
[ - 1/k(l - x0 /a0 n + 1/4[1 - (x0 /a0 ) 2J) 
where the last tenn 1/4[1 - (x0 /a0 ) 2J is obtained by 
Pcyo(zo - xo2/(2r)) :;::. Pcyo(zo - xo2; 
(ao2/zo)) = Pcyozo(l - (xo/ao)2). 
(6-24) 
Now if Z0 is again set equal to 1 and if Pc is again set equal to 
.25 E2 then 
PcYoZo(l - (xo/ao)2) = 
[1 - (xo/ao)2] 
which is seen to be same as the last tenn in Eq. (6-23). 
( 6-25) 
Figure 17 is a plot of F[E2y0 Z0 2/t]-l as a function of k where 
X0 /a0 is calculated from Eq. (6-17). It shows what intuition hinted 
at, that rolling resistance increases with increasing asymmetry and, 
for a given rolling velocity, the addition of a contact pressure to 
the viscoelastic system results in increased rolling resistance 
by the elastomer. The rolling friction drops off to zero, as seen 
in Figure 17, whenever rolling speed is high enough or low enough 
to cause the dashpot to become essentially inoperative. It is also 
observed that for small enough and large enough rolling speeds, 
the rolling resistance is the same whether contact pressure is 
present or not. This, as hinted earlier, occurs since at these 
rolling speeds, the elastomer is being defonned at the same rate 
.6 
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.4 
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Figure 17. Rolling Friction as a Function of Relaxation Time and Rolling Speed. 
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regardless of whether or not contact pressure is present and thus 
the dashpot will then dissipate the same amount of energy. 
To evaluate the coefficient of rolling friction, the load on 
the cylinder as it varies with speed and relaxation time at a 
constant depth of penetration is derived. Integrating Eq. (6-19) 
between the limits of x0 and a0 with respect to x yields 
and 
W = f ao F(x)d\X 
Jxo 
= E 1y0 Jt~r~/a0 (a/ - x2)dx + E2v-ry0 / 
XO 
(r~)~ao[(a0 + v-r)(l - exp[(x - a0 )/ 
XO 
a 
(v-r)] + x - a0 ]dx +j 0 P y0 dx 
x c 
0 
W = E1y0 a0 3/(6rt)[2 + (x0 /a0 ) 3 - 3(x0 /a0 )] 
+ E2v,y0 /(rt)[(v, + a0 ){•0 - x0 + VT(exp 
[(x0 - a0 )/(v:r)] - !)}- (a0 - x0 ) 2/2] 
+ P cY o ( ao - xo) " 
Now putting E1 = 3E2 as before and remembering that a02 = 2rZ0 , 
the load may be expressed as 
W = (2) 312F y r112z 312 {1 + l/2(x /a )3 
-2 0 0 0 0 
( 6-26) 
(6-27) 
- 3/2(x0 /a0 ) + 2k[l - (x0 /a0 ) 2J + (1/8) (6-28) 
(1 - x0 /a0 )} 
where the last tenn (1/8)(1 - x0 /a0 ) is the contribution due to the 
contact pressure and letting Pc= .25 E2 and Z0 = 1. This equation 
is presented graphically in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Elastomer Normal Load on a Cylindrical Particle as a Function of 
Relaxation Time and Rolling Velocity. 
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The final point of interest is in knmving what effect contact 
pressure has on the coefficient of rolling resistance or friction. 
The coefficient of resistance is given by 
µ r = F /W ( 6- 2 9) 
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where µr = coefficient of rolling resistance. The value of µr(Z0 /r)~ 1 12 
is presented gaphically against kin Figure 19. It is seen that the 
addition of a contact pressue Pc to the standard linear solid 
viscoelastic system reduces the coefficient of rolling resistance. 
This makes good sense intuitively sinceas contact pressure increases, 
a more symmetrical draping of the elastomer about the roller occurs 
which tends to cause all energy losses and hence rolling resistance 
to reach a specific lower limit at a constant rolling speed. Thus, 
for a steady energy loss at a constant rolling speed, as load increases 
due to increasing contact pressure, the coefficient of rolling 
resistance must decrease. 
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Figure 19. Coefficient of Rolling Friction for a Cylindrical Particulate as a 
Function of Relaxation Time and Rolling Speed. 
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CHAPTER VI I 
PARTICULATE INGRESSION PAST LINEAR SEALS 
In trying to discover how many particulates may pass a seal, 
it is first helpful to assume an ideally elastic elastomer, one 
which exerts no resistance to the rolling of particulates about on 
its surface. Assume no slippage between particulate and elastomer 
or between particulate and rod. For this condition, as shown in 
Figure 20, the particulate will translate at one-half the speed of 
the rod. 
Since the particulates are assumed small compared with the 
circumference of the rod, it is appropriate to replace the circum-
ference by a flat sheet of equal width. Figure 21 shows the circum-
ferential sheet with the maximum nunber of particulates of one size 
loaded onto it (assume the entire sheet is loaded) prior to its 
passing beneath the elastomer. The maximUll number of particulates 
. which may be spaced one deep about the circunference i s 
Cid = N (7-1) 
where c = circumference; 
d = particle diameter; 
N = number of particle about the circumference. 
As shown in Figure 22, the speed of any particulate while under 
ideal elastomer influence is one-half that of the rod speed. Figure 
22 shows two particulates of equa 1 diameter. One particulate has 
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Figure 20. Ideal Elastomer Force Diagram on a Spherical Particulate. 
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been in contact with the elastomer over a distance d. This particulate 
will take a certain amount of time to traverse the elastomer. When 
the other particulate reaches the location originally occupied by the 
first particulate, it too will then traverse the elastomer from that 
location in the same amount of time taken by the first particulate 
from that location. The difference then between the time for the 
second particulate to traverse the seal as opposed to the time taken 
by the first particulate is then 
d/(v/2) = T (7-2) 
where T is time between when the first and second particulates 
traverse the elastomer. 
Once the first particulate has traversed the elastomer, it 
becomes free of its influence and its speed becomes that of the rod. 
Hence, it travels a distance equal to TV before the second particu-
late also becomes free of elastomer influence. The distance 
between their centers then becomes 
TV = [d/(V/2)]V "' 0 2d·. (7-3). 
Thus, particulates of equal size, upon passing beneath an ideally 
elastic elastomer become spaced a distance apart such that an ad-
ditional particulate of the same size could be placed between them. 
This shows that, at best, fifty percent of the area of a rod upon 
passing a seal will be taken up with particulates. For particu-
lates of different sizes, the value of d may be replaced by the 
distance between their centers when the particulates are in contact. 
For non-ideally elastic elastomers of the kind discussed in Chapter 
VI, the spacing could be even greater since the particulates will 
not necessary move at one-half the speed of the rod. 
Another point of interest is that there is a certain rod stroke 
length necessary before the first particulates coming into contact 
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with the elastomer, as shown in Figure 22, will traverse the elastomer 
and make their presence known on the other side. For an ideally 
elastic elastomer, this distance will be 
v[i/(v/2)] = 2£ = ~ 
where i = e 1 astomer 1 enqth .~ ~ ,, 
L = stroke length prior to detection of any particulates 
passing the seal. 
(7-4) 
Once this distance, L, is traversed, the particulates will deposit 
themselves as discussed above. This distance L will be increased 
by some amount for elastomers exhibiting non-ideality as those dis-
cussed in Chapter VI. 
Equation (7-3) shows an extremely important part of the answer 
to the question of why it is that seals seem to discriminate among 
particles as to their willingness to let some sizes pass easily 
while other sizes seem to pass much less easily. For the conditions 
shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22, Eq. (7-3) shows that, at best, the 
spacing between two circumferential rings of particulates is a 
minimum of 2d between their centers. That is, if there is room 
for M circumferential particulate rings, on!y .5 M rings will be 
present. Now, if there is room for M rings of particulates one 
micrometre in size, there is room for only .1 M rings of particulates 
10 micrometres in size. If there is room for N one-micrometre 
particulates in a circt.mferential ring, there is room for only .1 N 
10-micrometre particulates in a circumferential ring. Thus, while 
there may be room for MN one-micrometre particulates, there is 
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Figure 22. Two Particulates in Intimate Contact Beneath the Elastomer. 
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room for only (.OI) MN IO micrometre particulates or one percent of 
the room available for one-micrometre-sized particulates. Thus, for 
an ideally elastic elastomer, there is the possibility of passing as 
many as .5(c/I micrometre)(~s/I micrometre) one-micrometre particu-
lates, and for IO-micrometre particulates, there is the possibility 
of passing only (.005)(c/I micrometre)(is/I micrometre) where C is 
the circumference and £5 is the stroke length after passage of the 
first particulate ring. It is apparent that even ideally elastic 
elastomers offering no resistance to rolling whatsoever heavily 
favor the passage of smaller size particulates. So, there is only 
one percent of the room available for IO-micrometre in size; for 
20-micrometre particulates, there is only one-fourth of one percent 
of the room available as opposed to one-micrometre-sized particulates; 
and for 50-micrometre-sized particulates, there is only four one-
hundredths of one percent of the room available. 
The number of particulates of a certain size passing the elasto-
meric seal is then seen to be proportional to circumference, stroke 
length (minus a small error term) and inversely proportional to par-
ticle size squared. 
(7-5) 
To find out how the form of Eq. (7-5) varies when non-idealities are 
present, a dimensional analysis will be performed. 
The idea of a dimensional analysis is to find certain relations, 
without using a detailed solution, which must be satisfied by various 
measurable quantities in which one is interested. A three-part pro-
cedure is used in the dimensional analysis: first, a list of all 
the quantities on which it may be supposed that the answer will de-
pend is made; secondly, all the dimensions of the quantities are 
written down; thirdly, a demand is made that a functional relation 
between the quantities be found such that the relation remains true 
no matter what the size of the units in terms of which the quantities 
are measured. 
Sometimes a dimensional constant is included in a dimensional 
analysis. A dimensional constant is one which changes in numerical 
magnitude when the size of the fundamental units changes. Dimen-
sional constants must have dimensional formulas expressible as 
powers of the primary quantities. 
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The assignment of numerical magnitudes to measurable quantities 
involves some system of rules of operation such that the quantities 
are assigned to one of two groups, which are called primary and 
secondary. A secondary quantity is defined by a functional relation-
ship of primary quantities. The exponent of the power of any primary 
quantity is defined as the dimension of the secondary quantity in 
that primary quantity. The dimensions of a primary quantity are its 
own corresponding dimensional symbol. The dimensions of a primary 
quantity have no abso 1 ut§ significance. Thus the primary quantities 
of two feet and five seconds have the dime..nsion of length and time 
respectively. The secondary quantity 2/5 feet per second has then 
dimensions of length to the first power and time to the negative 
unity power because these are the dimensions of the secondary 
quantity in the primary quantities. It is, of course, actually 
meaningless to talk of dividing a length by a time. It is only 
nl.ITibers which are the measure of these quantities. 
It is possible for a unit to experience a change different 
from that of merely changing the sizes of the primary units. '.In 
going from one system of measurement to another, the primary units 
may change in character as well as in size. In each system, all 
secondary quantities are expressed in tenns of the primary quanti-
ties peculiar to the system and the two systems are consistent. For 
example, force is still equal to mass times acceleration in each 
system. 
A complete equation is a functional relationship between 
measureable quantities and dimensional constants which remains 
fonnally true with no change of functional fonn when the size of 
the fundamental units is changed in any way whatever. 
An equation may be correct and an adequate expression of 
physical facts and yet net be complete. This is contrary to what 
is usually stated but what is usually stated is incorrect. How-
ever, every adequate equation may easily be made complete. The 
assumption of completeness as a starting point in dimensional analy-
sis is then no hardship. This is very nice because a dimensional 
analysis can only deal with complete equations. The size of the 
primary units is allowed to change but not the character. 
If there exists a complete equation 
~(a, S, y, -~-) = 0 (7-6) 
its solution has the fonn 
(7-7) 
where there are n-m independent~ products of the argument a, S, -~-, 
etc. which are dimensionless in the primary units. Here n is the 
nunber of arguments a, s, y, ---; m is the number of primary units. 
Equation (7-7) is known as the Jeans-Buckingham Pi Theorem. The 
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solution of Eq. (7-7) may be solved for any one of the TI products as 
shown by 
where the x's are such that ae-xlyx2--~is dimensionless. Equation 
(7-8) is the mathematical statement of the principle of dimen-
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sional homogeneity. The result of a dimensional analysis as fonnally 
outlined in Eqs. (7-6) through (7-8) places no restrictions on the 
form taken by a function which expresses the results of the arguments. 
The only restriction is on the fonn of the arglJllents. 
The preceeding discussion of dimensional analysis was based on 
the book by Bridgnan [25]. The application of dimensional analysis 
chiefly involves use of the Buckingham Pi Theorem. An excellent 
systematic use of the Buckingham Pi Theorem is outlined by Giles [26]. 
It states: 
Where the number of physical quantities or variables 
equals four or more, the Buckingham Pi Theorem provides 
an excellent tool by which these quantities can be or-
ganized into the smallest number of significant, dimen-
sionless groupings from which an equation can be evalu-
ated. The dimensionless groupings are called Pi tenns. 
Written in mathematical fonn, if there are n physical 
quantities q (such as velocity, density, viscosity, pres-
sure, and area) and k fundamental dimensions (such as 
force, length, and time or mass, length and time), 
then mathematically 
This expression can be replaced by the equation 
~(Til' n2' TI3,---, nn-k) = 0 
where any one TI-term depends on not more than ( k+l) 
physical quantities q and each of the TI-terms are 
indepdent, dimensionless monomial functions of the 
quantities q. 
1. List the n physical quantities q entering 
into a particular problem, noting their 
dimensions and the number k of fundamental 
dimensions. There will be (n-k) 1T-terms. 
2. Select k of these quantities, none dimen-
sionless and no two having the same dimen-
sions. All fundamental dimensions must be 
included collectively in the quantities 
chosen. 
3. The first n-term can be expressed as the 
product of the chosen quantities each to 
an unknown exnonent, and one other quantity 
to a known power (usually taken as one). 
4. Retain the quantities chosen in (2) as re-
peating variables and choose one of the 
remaining variables to establish the 
next TI-terms. Repeat this procedure for 
the successive TI-terms. 
5. For each TI-term, solve for the unknown 
exponents by dimensional analysis. 
Helpful Relationships: 
a. If a quantity is dimensionless it is a 
TI-term without going through the above 
procedure. 
b. If any two physical quantities have the 
same dimensions, their ratio will be one of 
the TI-terms. For example, L/L is dimension-
less and a TI-term. 
c. Any TI-term may be replaced by any power 
of that term, including TI- 1 • For example, 
TI3may be replaced by 1T 2 ,or:TI, by l/TI. 
3 2 2 
d. Any TI-term may be replaced by multiplying 
it by a numerical constant. For example, 
TI may be replaced by 3TI . 
1 1 
e. Any TI-term may be expressed as a function 
of the other TI-terms. For example, if there 
are two n-terms, TI = cp(1T ). (pp. 57-58) 
1 2 
With this procedure as a guide, a dimensional analysis will be 
made to determine the forms of various relations between particulate 
size, rod velocity, stroke length, surface tension, and seal length, 
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squeeze, and viscoelastic properties. 
When conducting a dimensional analysis, one must decide on 
which physical variables are important determining factors in the 
problem. For example, in the determination of the number of particles 
of a certain size which will pass an elastomeric seal during relative 
motion between the seal and its mating surface, that is, the cylinder 
rod, one would hardly include gravity as one of the physical quanti-
ties upon which the answer lies. A list of physical variables appro-
priate to the problem is as follows: 
TABLE I 
Physical Quantity Symbol Dimensions 
Percent Squeeze s 
Coefficient of Rod 
Particulate Friction µ 
Number of Particles of 
Size d N 
Stroke Length R, L 
Rod Circumference c L 
Particle Size d L i 
Rod Velocity v LT-· 
Relaxation Time T T 
Contact Pressure Pc FL- 2 
Young 1s Modulus E FL-~ 
Surface Tension a FL- 1 
Totals 11 quantities 3 fundamental dimensions 
= 8 TI-terms 
By inspection, S, µ, N, £/d, C/d, VT/d, P/E and cr/l(Ed) are the 
eight dimensionless TI-terms. Solving for one TI-term, N, in tenns 
of all the other TI-tenns yields 
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N = f(S, µ, £/d, c/d, VT/d, Pc/E,cr/(Ed))". (7-9) 
Now it can be argued that for all conditions that doubling the stroke 
length or doublinq the rod circumference will double the number of 
particulates passing the seal. With this additional assumption, 
Eq. (7-9) becomes 
N = £c/d f(S, µ, VT/d, Pc/E, cr/(Ed)). (7-10} 
Equation (7-10) indicates that doubling the rod velocity has the 
same effect on N as doubling the relaxation time. Similarly, doubling 
Pc has the same effect as halving E and cr. 
Some of the physical quantities in the preceding list may actu-
ally be unimportant in determining the nUTiber of particulates of 
a certain size, N, which will pass the seal. For example, the 
surface tension, cr, is more concern in answering the question of 
the possibility of particulate passage and not quantity of that 
passage, so the suface tension, cr, should be dropped. 
Percentage squeeze, S, is related to the question of whether a 
particulate may even start its journey past the seal due to its 
influence on the entrance zone. Since it is related also to the value 
of the contact pressure, Pc' Smay be dropped from the analysis. 
Now the relaxation time, T, is really a measure of elastomer elastic 
imperfection, that is, the viscosity present in an elastomer. Let 
T be replaced by the elastomer viscosity, n. Young's modulus, E, 
may be dropped from the list as the contact pressure, Pc, is either 
detennined by it to a large extent or overrides E such that E is of 
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minor importance. So, the modified list becomes: 
TABLE II 
Physical Quantity Symbol Dimensions 
Coefficient of Rod 
Particulate Friction µ 
Number of Particles of 
Size d N 
Stroke length .Q, L 
Rod Circumference c l 
Particle Size d l 
Rod Velocity v u-1 
Elastomer Velocity n FTL- 2 
Contact Pressure Pc Fl- 2 
8 3 = 5 'IT-terms 
By inspection, µ, N, Jl./d, C/d, and (dPc)/(Vn) are the five 
dimensionsless 'IT-terms. Solving for Nin terms of the other 'IT-terms 
yields 
N = f(µ,.Q,/d, c/d, (dPc)/(Vn) (7-11) 
And because of reasons assumed previously, Eq. (7-6) may be written 
as 
(7-12) 
·Equation (7-12) indicates that doubling the rod velocity has the 
same effect as halving the contact pressure. Using the results of 
Chapter VI, the second 'IT-term, 'IT2 = (dPc)/(Vn) can be represented 
differently.Allowing n/Pc to be sort of relaxation time, n2 can 
be represented by 
where a0 =the semi-length of contact as shown in Figure 14.; 
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(7-13) 
T = the time taken by the particulate in moving a distance a0 ; 
Kc = the ratio k based on contact pressure·. 
Since a0 is related to d, Eq. (7-13) becomes 
(7-14) 
where the use of helpful relationships c and d were used and c1 is 
a constant. Now N is seen to be a function of rod-particulate 
friction coefficient and a term Kc. 
N = 2c/d2f(µ, Kc) (7-15) 
Equation (7-10) is very valuable. It can now be shown by again 
doing a dimensional analysis using 2, C, d, and Kc/µ as the physical 
quantities and again assLRTiing the relationships between 2, C, and 
d as before that 
2 N = 9-c/d f{µ/K ) .. 
c 
(7-16) 
Equation (7-11) shows thatihcreasing the rod-particulate coefficient 
of friction by some factor results in the same effect on the nLRTiber 
of particulates passing the seal as does reducing Kc by the same 
factor. 
It was seen in Chapter VI that the coefficient of rolling resis-
tance was a function of both Kand Pc; and, hence, it is a function 
of Kc. Now the coefficient of rolling resistance in Chapter VI was 
based on a force acting at the centroid.· The peripheral speed of 
the particulate will match the speed of the rod then whenever 
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(7-17) 
where f rr = coefficient of rolling resistance as function of Kc. 
When this occurs, particulates will translate at one-half 
the rod velocity. N then becomes a function of £, C, and d only, with 
t being in error by a length roughly the length of seal contact with 
the rod. 
Equations (7-11) through (7-17) and their associated reasoning 
applies to those particles of a size able to first transit the en-
trance zone. Of additional interest in Eq. (7-12), elastomer viscos-
ity, n, becomes inconsequential as Pc increases as shown in ChapterVI. 
As rod velocity V decreases, n may become larger or Pc smaller 
without affecting N as shown in Chapter VI. The effect of changing 
dis not discernable for a non-ideal elastomer since d is both• 
outside and under the function sign in Eq. (7-12). 
CHAPTER VIII 
LEAKAGE VERSUS INGRESSION 
The list at the end of Chapter II delineated the findings and/or 
beliefs of several investigators as to what influences the transport 
of particulates past an elastomer which is pressed with an interfer-
ence fit on to an inelastic solid surface. One finding of very great 
interest to the manufacturers and users of reciprocating linear motion 
hydraulic pressure seals was that a seal which leaks more allows less 
ingression of particulates than a seal which leaks less. This unex-
plained phenomenon can now be readily explained. 
Leakage has been known to be caused by differences in the thick-
nesses of the fluid films passing a pressure seal between the direc-
tions of stroke since the 1940's. A non-leaking seal may therefore, 
exude a very thick film of fluid on one stroke and, if it all passes 
again beneath the seal on the return stroke, the seal is defined as 
non-leaking. The pressures beneath the seal, when no relative motion 
is occuring, and the entrance zone combine to produce a film pressure 
having inflection points on both sides during relative motion between 
the seal and its mating surface. It is the gradient in the film pre~ 
ssure profile at the inflection point facing toward the moving mating 
surface which determines how much fluid will pass the seal. The smaller 
the gradients, the more fluid will pass and, hence, the thicker will 
be the film of fluid. 
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Generally, pressure seals operate under conditions where for one 
stroking direction, the film pressure profile closely approximates the 
stresses in the elastomer due to its interference fit with the .rod, 
while that for the opposite stroke is distorted due to a high pressure 
on one side of the seal. This usually results in leakage because the 
gradient at the inflection point is a smaller value as the rod extends 
outward causing a thick oil film, while it is a larger value as the rod 
returns past the seal causing a thinner oil film. A seal which leaks 
less may do so by either emitting a thinner oil film, allowing back a 
thicker oil film, or doing both in combination. To put out an initially 
thinner film may allow capillarity forces to assume a bigger role and 
this could be one reason why seals which leak less were discovered to 
ingress more particulates. 
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A seal which allows back a thicker film of fluid does so generally 
by decreasing the gradient of the film pressure profile at the inflection 
point by use of a tapering entrance zone. The longer the taper and the 
smaller the angle, the higher it is known that the pressure becomes from 
elementary lubrication theory. Because the stress in the elastomer sur-
/ 
face is a monotonic decreasing function when no relative .motion is 
taking place, by boosting the pressure in the entrance zone higher and 
higher, it blends in to the original stress profile at a point of ever 
decreasing gradient. This results in a thickening of the fluid film and 
a resulting decrease in the leakage. This same slow taper which promotes 
less leakage also allows large particles to enter the seals interfacial 
zone as discussed in Chapter III. Thus, it is very reasonable for seals 
·which leak less to ingress more contaminants than seals which leak more. 
Another similar point in Chapter II was that the hardest thing to 
seal against particulate ingression was a mud slurry. Part of the 
reason for this was shown in the preceding chapter. When particulates 
are closely spaced on one side of a seal of ideal elastic properties, 
they will cover 50 percent of the surface area of the rod on passing 
through the seal if they can first pass the entrance zone. If the 
particulates are not compactly placed around the circumference, less 
will pass than can pass for a compactly placed mud slurry. 
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CHAPTER IX 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Several findings and theoretical suppositions were outlined in 
Chapter II in regard to particulate ingression past elastomeric 
linear seals. The next several chapters were an attempt to theo-
retically detennine to what extent those findings and suppositions 
were justified. Each of the ten summary find'ings and theoreti-
cal suppositions outlined at the end of Chapter II were considered 
in the text. It is the purpose of this chapter to offer experimental 
support of the findings of this analysis. 
Of special and first importance is the effect of the entrance 
zone geometry on a linear elastomeric seal's ability to restrict 
particulates. Chapters III, IV, V and VIII were the analysis of 
this phenomenon. Forty percent of the chapters of this thesis 
were devoted to this topic. This is a 1correct i ndi ca ti on of its 
importance when it is considered that if particulates don't pass 
through this zone, they cannot get past the seal. 
To give support to the developed theory, a test apparatus was 
designed and built and tests were conducted. It is a simple machine 
whose purpose is to drive a rod through an elastomeric seal housed 
in a seal housing. Both the speed and the stroke length may be 
varied. Elastomeric seals having different material properties may 
be placed in the seal housing. 
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The test procedure consisted of cleaning the rod, seal housing 
and seal with filtered petroleum ether. The rod was coated with a 
thin film of oil by oiling it on one side of an o-ring and moving 
the o-ring down the length of the rod. The seal housing, seal and 
rod were all assembled into the test machine. Solid glass spheres 
approximately 1 to 50 micrometers in size were poured into the 
annulus between the rod and the bore. For the test conducted to 
detennine the effect of the entrance zone on particulate ingression, 
the seal was just covered with the glass spheres. For tests con-
ducted to detennine the effect of elastomer relaxation time on 
particulate ingression; the entire annulus was filled with glass 
spheres to a depth of about one inch. The rod was then driven down 
through the seal and washed with oil from a wash bottle into a funnel 
which was- placed in a sample bottle. The oil in the sample bottle 
was then analyzed on an automatic electronic particle.counter. The 
volume of oil in the sample bottle was recorded. 
The stroke length for each test was measured and the time of 
stroke noted. Each sample bottle and the funnel and the wash bottle 
were checked for cleanliness prior to each test. The funnel was 
placed in the sample bottle and the oil was added from the wash 
bottle to fill the sample bottle half full. This sample was then 
counted by the particle counter. 
It was essential in experimental work of this type to perform 
the experiments under clean conditions. Particulates of the size 
of interest used in the experiments can easily be found floating 
about in normal room air and thus the apparatus was located and 
testing was conducted in the clean room at the Fluid Power Research 
Center laboratory. The air in this room is continously exchanged 
and filtered and affords an excellent place for conducting experi-
ments of this nature. The sample bottles and the wash bottle used 
in the experiments had to be meticulously clean so as not to bias 
the experimental results. A standard cleaning procedure developed 
at the Fluid Power Research Center to clean sampling bottles was 
used. This consist of ultrasonically cleaning these containers 
in a vibratory bath filled with hot w~ter and detergent followed 
by water only rinses in the vibratory bath. Use is made of glacial 
acidic acid to keep any detergent from adhering to the insides of 
the containers with a final water rinse using a jet spray of 
demineralized water. This is followed by an alcohol rinse to remove 
all traces of any adhering water droplets which is then followed 
by a final rinse with petroleum ether, applied through a 0.45 micro-
etre pore size filter. 
The Particulates used in the experiments were solid glass 
spheres, the smallest size being approximately 50 micrometres in 
diameter. The particulates were very spherical in shape when viewed 
under a microscope and their use eliminated the experimental uncer-
tainty due to varying shaped particulates. 
The elastomeric seals used all had circular cross sections of 
approximately 3/16 of an inch in diameter. It had been the author 1 s 
intention to use seals of square cross section and machine various 
entrance zone angles on the seals. Several companies advertising 
seals of square cross section were contacted but none sold this 
shape except in very large quantities. The a-ring was then decided 
upon because it was available in a variety of materials. 
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The rod used was of standard design being chrome plated with a 
surface finish of 16 mi croi nches Ra." 
The seal housing had a smaller bore at the bottom through which 
the rod passed and acted as a shelf for the a-ring to sit on. A 
larger bore at the top was machined to produce a small interference 
fit on the seal between the rod and the wall of the bore. Varying 
degrees of interference were produced by placing pieces of shim 
stock in between the seal and the bore. 
Along with the effect of entrance angle on particulate in-
gression it was thought desirable to judge the validity of Eq. 
(7-12). 
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N = tc/d2f(µ, d~c/(Vn)) (7 -12) 
where N = the number of particulates of size d · · 
') 
t = the stroke length; 
c = the rod circumference; 
d = particualte spherical diameter; 
µ =rod-particulate coefficient of friction; 
Pc= average contact pressure beneath the elastomer; 
· V = rod velocity; 
n =elastomer viscosity. 
The coefficient of rod-particulate friction should have remained 
relatively constant during the course of the experiments. The same 
rod was used for all tests, the same types of particulate and the 
same lubricant. Assuming a constantµ, Eq. (7-12) becomes 
( 9-1) 
From the analysis of the previous chapters, the value of the function 
of the non-dimensional grouping of Eq. (9-1) should be predictable 
as a limit value as certain of its constituents approach large or 
small values. The following is a listing of what could be expected 
based on the analysis of the precious chapters. 
V + oo, f + 1/v, N + 0 
V + 0, f + 1, N + tc/?,2 
f+l,N+tc/d2 
n + 0, f + 1, N + tc/d 2 
P + 00 , f + 1, N + tc/d2 
c 
Pc+ 0, f + ?, N +? 
d+oo,f+d,N+O 
d + 0, f + 1, N + oo 
The form of graphical plot expected when plotting f(dPc/vn) 
versus Tc while holding the other variables constant is shown in 
Figure 23. In place of Pc and n, the relaxation time 
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( 9-2) 
will be used where 
Tc+ 00 , f + 1, N + tc/d2 
T + 0, f + 1, N + tc/d2. 
c 
It is important to know what uncertainties can be expected in 
the measured values of N, £, C, d, Tc' V, and S, the squeeze. The 
uncertainty in the length measurement is taken to be equal to one-
half of the least count readable on the measuring scale [27, 28]. 
The tape used had markings one-sixteenth of an inch apart. The 
uncertainty in any length measurement is then ± 1/32nd of an inch. 
Stroke length measurements require two measurements from a datum 
which was taken to be the base of the test apparatus. An initial 
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reading is made of the height at the bottom of the rod above the 
base and another measurement is made after running the run down 
through the seal. The maximum uncertainty then in the recording 
of a stroke length is the sum of the uncertainties in each measure-
mentor± 1/16th of an inch. 
The rod circumference was calculated using the formula 
C = TID (9-3) 
where D = the diameter. 
The diameter, D, was measured with a vernier caliper. The cali:-
per can be read to the nearest one-thousandth of an inch which is the 
least count between markings on the instrument. The uncertainty in 
the measurement of diameter is then± .0005 inches. The uncertainty 
in circumference is then ± .0005 inches. 
The value of 'c is computed by dividing a number which is used 
as a measure of elastomer viscosity by a number which is used to 
measure elastomer compression pressure. The compression pressure, 
Pc' used in the experimental work will be a calculated value based 
on the following formula 
P = SE 
c 
where S =percent by which the elastomer is compressed; 
E =Young's modulus of elasticity. 
( 9-4) 
The percent squeeze, S, is calculated by subtracting from the dia-
meter of the elastomer cross section one-half the difference between 
the bore diameter and the rod diameter and dividing this value by 
the original diameter of the cross section. Thus 
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where ds = the original seal cross-sectional diameter ; 
db = the bore diameter ; 
dr = the rod diameter 
Both db and d are measured with the same caliper and so both db and r 
dr have uncertainties in their measure of± .0005 inches. The uncer-
tainty in the cross-sectional diameter, ds' and the cross-sectional 
diameter of the seals used is given in the maufacturer's catalog 
as 0.210±.005 inches [29]. The uncertainty in the value of squeeze, 
s, will then be one-half the value of Smax - Smin' 
Young's modulus for the elastomers used in the experiments is 
found from a graph of International Rubber Hardness Degrees (IRHD) 
versus Young's modulus. The hardness of the elastomers used in 
the experiments are designated by the manufacurer in terms of durometer 
on the Shore A scale. The scales of IRHD and Shore A durometer are 
comparable [30]. The manufacturer places an uncertainty on the 
durometer of ±5 points. Thus, the uncertainty range in the value 
of Young's modulus for the various elastomers with the help of 
Figure 24 is given with the lower, correct, and upper values. 
70 durometer: 830, 1040, 1340 lbf /in2 
75 durometer: 1040, 1304, 1800 
90 durometer: 2500, 4000, 6000 
95 durometer: 4000, 6000, 
The viscosity, n, of the elastomers was measured using a Rex 
Durometer Handheld, Model No. 1700, Serial No. A-12892, durometer 
measuring device. The gage is used by pressing it firmly onto the 
elastomer and holding it steadily for 15 seconds. The initial and 
final readings are read in units of Shore A durometer. The viscos-
ity is found by 
E + E e-t/T = E(t) 1 2 ( 9-6) 
where E1 + E2 =the initial Young's modulus read upon the initial 
application ctf the gage~ 
' = relaxation time of the elastomer modeled as a Voight-
Kelvin model;; 
t =time in seconds from initial placement of the gage~ 
and each E(t) is the average of four trials. 
Then 
E(O) = E1 + E2 
E(5) =El+ E2 exp[-5/T] 
E(l5) = El + E2 exp[-15/T] 
E(o) - E(5) 1 - exp[-5/T] 
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------ - ( 9-7) E(o) - E(l5) 1 - exp[-15/,] 
and • is solved for numerically. The uncertainty arises in the values 
for E(t) and in the time, t. The least count on the Rex Shore A 
durometer gage is 1 unit and it can be practically read to one unit. 
So the uncertainty in a Rex durometer reading is ±.50 units. This is 
about±50 psi in the Young's modulus. This should perhaps be com-
bined with a ±250 psi error in reading the value of Young's modulus 
from the graph in Figure 24. An error of ±250 psi for each value of 
E(t) is perhaps a reasonable estimate. The uncertainty in the time, 
t, is one-half the least count on the second hand on a watch which 
is ±.5 seconds. The uncertainty in' is found from 
[E(o) - E(5)]±500 psi 1 - exp[-5/T]exp[±.5/T] 
------- = (9-8) 
[E(o) - E(15)]±500 psi 1 - exp[-15/T)]exp[±.5/Tl 
Once a value for, is found, the viscosity, n, may be found from 
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n ~ T(E(o) - E(15))~ ( 9-9) 
The uncertainty in n is found from 
l"\nax = (T + AT)(E(o) E(15) + 500) 
~in = (T - AT)(E(o) E(15) -500) 
tin = 1/2(nmax - nmin). 
The value of Tc is calculated from 
Tc = n/Pc = n/(ts) 
where 'c = relaxation time based on contact pressure; 
Pc= contact pressure based on nominal squeeze; 
(9-10) 
(9-11) 
( 9-12) 
(9-13) 
E =the value of Young's modulus corresponding to the manu-
facturers value for Shore A durometer; 
S = squeeze; 
The uncertainty in Tc is given by 
~[-~+An) __ 
2 (E - AE)(S - AS) 
( n -An ) ]= AT •. 
(E + AE)(S +AS) c (9-14) 
The velocity, V, has an uncertainty of 
~ [(t + 0.0625 inches) _ (i - 0.0625 inches)]= AV (9-lS) 
2 T - .1 seconds T + .1 ~econd~ 
where Twas measured with a stop watch with a least count of .20 
seconds. 
The nunber of particulates, N, is subject to systematic error 
arising from the fact that after the rod is washed rather equally 
all over with the wash bottle, it could still contain some parti-
culates. Also, the bottle used to collect the wash fluid and the 
funnel placed in the bottle to collect the wash fluid contain some 
particles. The percentage error in the counts was alway under 10 
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percent and frequently under 5 percent. 
The number of particulates counted in a certain size range 
will be taken to be the number of particulates of a size equal to 
the mid-size of the range. All counts are made after about 15 min-
utes of violently shaking the sample bottle in a paint shaker, plac-
ing it it an ultrasonic bath for 30 seconds and then subjectingit to 
vacuum deaeration. This is to disperse the particulates as uniformly 
as possible and to get rid of any micrometre size air bubbles whlch 
would bias the count. 
Three counts, one after the other, are made on a HIAC Criterion 
Automatic Particle Size Analyzer, model PC-320, by Pacific Scientific 
Company. The particle counter is calibrated according to a method 
pioneered and developed at the Fluid Power Research Center. The 
method has been adopted as a standard by the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI/893.28), the National Fluid Power Associa-
tion (NFPA/T2.96), and the International Standards Organization 
(ISO/TC131/SC). This standard method is the only approved method 
of calibration of automatic particles counters by any standards as-
sociation. The shape of the particle is somewhat a cross between an 
ellipse and a rectangle (ACFTD, Ai'r· Cleaner Fine Test Dust sold by 
General Motors). Counts can be expected to deviate from the actual 
number of particles passing through the counter sensor by less than 
2 percent [31]. Spherical particles were found to have a correla-
tion with ACFTD of 
d5/dACFTD = 0· 65 
by Pacific Scientific Co. [31]. 
( 9-16) 
The average of three counts in succession based on samples of 
10 millilitres will be assumed to be the actual count. The uncer-
tainty in this count will be based on sample bottle cleanliness 
as explained above. 
To test the effect of a changing entrance geometry on particu-
late ingression, a seal was squeezed with an ever-increasing inter-
ference. The number of particules in each size range passing the 
seal per inch of stroke length were determined. 
The seal used was made of Nitrile and had a durometer of 90 
Shore A as designated by the manufacturer. The bore in the seal 
housing was measured and it had a value of 2.405 inches. The rod 
had a circumference of 2.000 inches. The bore diameter was de-
creased with the introduction of shim stock of 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 
0.005, and 0.010 inches in thickness. 
Figure 25 shows the effect of changing the squeeze on the seal. 
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The result is a duo-modal plot of the number of particles of indicated 
size passing the seal per inch of stroke versus particle size. It is 
seen that as the squeeze is increased, the number of particulates 
passing the seal is decreased for all sizes. It is also observed 
that with increasing squeeze, the lefthand modal plot in Figure 25 
experiences an ever-increasing negative slope. This indicates that 
increasing the squeeze is resulting in a favorability toward the 
smaller sizes in passing the seal. The righthand modal plot shows 
a steeper slope for all squeezes up to 6 percent squeeze. This 
indicates the extreme discrimination against the larger sizes. 
Figure 26 shows the percentage of the number of particulates 
passing the seal which are of the indicated size or smaller for 
various squeezes. The seal is obviously acting like a filter as 
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can be seen by observing the lower straightline on the lefthand 
side of Figure 26. The lower line on the lefthand side of Figure 
26 is the curve for the spherical particulates prior to passing the 
sea 1. The other curves on Figure 26 show the 11 fi 1 erabil i ty 11 of the 
seal. It is important to note that all the 11 filterability'' curves 
have the same slope. This denotes that for each squeeze, the seal 
performs a known precise 11 sizing11 operation on a given particulate 
population as a function of squeeze. It appears that for the 
particular seal used in arriving at Figure 26, a squeeze of 6 per-
cent results in the highest constant slope curve. Squeezes above 
and below 6 percent yield lower constant slope curves. 
The effect of elastomer relaxation time on particulate passage 
is shown in Figure 27. The curves verify the proposed relationship 
between the nL.DTiber of particulates of a given size passing the seal 
and elastomer relaxation time as shown in Figure 27. The inverted 
characteristics bell-shaped curve is seen to occur for particulates 
in the 4.25 micrometre-size range. As particle size increases, it 
is seen that the relaxation time corresponding to the minimum number 
of particules of that size passing the seal decreases. Also, as 
particle size increases, the number of particles of that size 
passing the seal increases more rapidly with relaxation time once 
having passed through the relaxation time corresponding to the 
minimum number of particles passing the seal. 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was that of explaining the mechanism 
whereby particulates are able to be transported through the inter-
face between an elastomer which is pressed firmly onto a hard metal 
mating surface. 
Two main problems were addressed. One of these problems was 
that of explaining the effect of the entrance zone of a linear 
elastomeric seal on its ability to exclude particulates brought into 
intimate contact with it during relative motion between the elasto-
mer and its mating surface. The effect of the slope of the elas-
tomer at its point of initial contact with a particulate was shown 
to be extremely important. Depending on the coefficients of friction 
between particulates and the metal mating surface and between par-
ticulates as well as the effects of capillarity due ·to the presence 
of a liquid, it was shown that elastomer geometry in the entrance 
zone region determined whether or not particulates were able to be 
moved from one side of a seal to the other. 
It was experimentally determined that there is a precise 
relationship between a seals 11 filterability 11 and the particulate 
population it is required to work against. The effect of the 
entrance zone geometry of a seal was shown to heavily discriminate 
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against larger size particles in favor of smaller size particles. An 
experimentally determined plot of the number of particulates passing 
a seal versus particle size for a given particulate population was shown 
to be a duo-modal plot having two distinct slopes for each entrance zone 
geometry change. One slope applied to smaller size particulates and 
the other to larger size particulates. 
The percentage of the number of particles of a given size or small-
er passing a linear seal was shown to be represented by a straight line 
of constant slope on probabilty paper for each change in entrance zone 
geometry. This shows conclusively that seals have a filterability simi-
lar to the standard filter rating techniques. 
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The effect of viscoelasticity on particulate ingression was correct-
ly predicted by theory and verified by experiment. Elastomer relaxation 
time was shown to be an important parameter in the ability of a linear 
elastomeric seal to exclude particulates. That there is a relaxation 
time which will allow a minimum number of particulates to pass through 
the elastomer mating surface interface was demonstrated experimentally. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
It is recommended that the effect of non-uniformly shaped particu-
lates on particulate ingression past elastomeric linear seals be assessed. 
This is extremely important as real world particulates are generally 
not spherical. 
The fatigue mechanism of particulates moving about on elastomers is 
-in need of explanation. This is very important as the 11 cuttirg 11 of seals 
by particulates has been identified as a major source of seal degradation. 
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